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The dimension of a partiruly ordered set (X, P) is the smallest positive integer i for which 
there exists a function f which assigns to each x E X a sequence {f(x)(i): I s i 41) of TeaI 
numbers so that x Sy in P i! and only if f(x)(i)Sf(y)(i) for each i = 1,2,. , , , t. TIE irltelval 
~lmension of (X, P) is the sm;.llcst integer t for which there exists a function F which assigns to 
2ach x E X a sequence {F(x)(i): 1 Q i s t) of closed intervals of the real line R so that x < y in P 
f and only if a -C b in R for every a E FQxNi), b E F(y)(i), and i = 1,2, . _ _ , z. For I 22, a 
martially ordered set (poset) is said to be t-irreducible (resp. t-interval irreducible) if it has 
Jimension I (resp. interval dimension t): and every proper subposet has dimension (resp. 
interval dimension) less than t. The only %rreduciile poset is a two element anti-chain, and the 
only 24ntcrva1 irreducible poset is the free sum of two chains each having two points. In sharp 
contrast, the coilection R of all %-reducible posets consists of 9 infinite families and 18 odd 
examples, and the collection %r of all 3-interval irreducible posets is suficiently complex to 
have avoided complete determination as of this date. Trotter and Moore determined R from 
Gallai’s forbidden subgraph characterization of comparability graphs. David Kelly indepen- 
dently determined % by a lattice theoretic argument combined wit$ the characterization of 
planar lattices Kelly and Ivan Rival had previously obtained. in this paper, we introduce a new 
operation called a stack which we wiil apply to posets of height one. In some ways the stack 
oneration is an inverse of the split operation on posets previously defined by Kimble. These 
operations behave predictably with respect to dimension and interval dimensiwl. In particular, 
the stack of a poset of height one plays a role in interval dimension theory which is analogous to 
the role played by the completion by cuts in dimension theory. As a consequence, we can 
exploit the similarities to Kelly’s approach to the determination of 3e to produce a relatively 
compact argument to determine the collection %(I. 1) of all 3-interval irredlncible posets of 
height one. This characterization problem has immediate combinatorial connections with a wide 
range of well-known forbidden subgraph problems including interval graph+ l&angle graphs, 
and circular arc graphs. 

Throughout this paper, we will use the notation and terminology of [13], [ 141 

and 1151 for partially ordered sets (pose@), dimension, and inttirval dimension. 
For the sake of completeness we give here the cen.tral defiktions, notations, and 
conventions. Formally a pmet consists of a Tair (X P) where X is a nonempty 
set (always finite in tliais pa er) and P is a reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive 

relation on X. 9 is called pmia1 order on X. The notations (x, y) E P, xfi, and 
xgy in are used inter&a abl,l. Similarly, we write x < y in P or x < y in 

when xG y in P and x#y. “ en nei%ei (x, y) no ) is ill P, we say x and y 

are incomparable and writf: xlry in P or xIy in le denote the set of all 
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incomparable pairs by 1,. A poset LX, P) is called an antichsiin if xly in P for 

every x, y E X with x # y. 
A partial ordf:r L is called a linear order (also total order or S‘ nple order) <Ihen 

IL = $3 and the Coset (X, k.) is called a chain. We denote an n-elemeni chain by n. 
If B and Q are partial orders on a set X and P c Q, then Q is called an exter-e&n 
of I? A linear order L which ie an extension of P is called a linear extension cf P. 
A theorem of Szpilrajn’s ES] asserts that for any partial order P, the collection % 
of all linear extensions of P is nonempty and that n Ce = P. The dimension [2] of 
a poset (X, P), denoted I?im( X, I;‘) or Dim( ), is the smallest posil:ive integer t for 
which there exist linear c;<tc- .;siv~1s L1, I!& . , L, of P whose intersection is P. A 
poset has dimension one if and only if it is a chain. 

Alternately, the dimension [7] of (X, P) is the smallest positive integer t for 
which there exists a function f which assigns to each x E X a sequence f(xj( l), 

f(x)(t) of re a numbers so that x EZ y in B if and only if f(x)(i) s 1 
for i = 1,2,. . . , t. The function P is called an embedding of (X, P) in 

We denc’te by R, the transitive closure of a relation R. Now let (X, P) be a 
poset. Tk~l a set {(bi, q): 1-= z -= * s m} c Ip is called a ‘TM-cycZe of length m whep 
(ai, hi 1 E P If and only if i = i -t- 1 (cyclically) for i = 1, 2, . . . , FII. In [ 141 Tr-otter and 
Moore prove that if S c JP, then P U S is a partial order on X if and only if S 
contains no TM-cycles. Therefore, we can define the dimension of a poset (X, t’j 
which is not a chain as the smallest positive integer t for which there exists a 
partition IP = S, U Sz U l - * U S, so that no Si contains a TM-cycle. 

If (X, P) is a poset and Y is a nonempty subset of X, then the restiction of P to 
Y, denoted P( Yj. is dei%zd by P(Y) = 1’ n (Y x Y). It is clear that P(Y) is a 
partial order on Y, and \ve say (Y, P( Y)j is a subposet of (X, P). Obviously 
Dirn( Y, P( Y)j < Dim(X, P) whenever 8 # Y c X. The subposet ( Y, P(Y)) is called 
a proper subposet of (X: Pj when p # k-f X. For an integer 132, a poset (X, P) is 
t-irreducible if it has dimension t but every proper subposet has dimension less 
than f. Trivially, the only 2-irreducible poset is a two element antichain. 

For a poset !L= (X, P) and a point x E X, we denote by -x the subposet 
}. PO - ix})). A poset = (X, ‘P) is then t-irreducible if Dim(X) = t and 
-::Kf for every XE By convention, a one point poset is the only 

1 -irreducible poset. 

If (X, P) and (Y Q) are poajets, then we say (X, P) is isomorphic to (Y, Q) when 

there exists a function f: X -!: 1 so that (.u*, X&Z P if and only if (f(x,), f(x*jj E 
<,nto 

Q. In this paper, we do not distinguish between isomorphic posets and write 
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mteger f for which there exists a function F which assigns to each x EX a 
sequence F(x)(l), F(x)(2), . . . , F(x)(t) of closed intervals of the real line so that 
for distinct points :r, y E X, we have x c y in P if and only if F(x)(i) dF(y)(ij i’or 
i=l,2,.. , f, The function F is called a t-inr~~al representation of (X, B). A 
poset with interval dimension one is called an interuaf order. For t 2 2, a poset is 
said to he t-internal irreducible ii ii 1~s interv;lll dimension t and every proper 
subposet has interval dimension less than t. By con\,ention, a olre point poset is 
considered to be l-interval irreducible. One of the c:t atraJ goals of this paper is to 
determine the collection a(!, 1) of all 3-interval irredelcible posets of height one. 

If P is a partial order on a set X, we denote b!! P” the partial order on X 
defined by P“ = {(y, x): (x, y) E P}. pd is called the dual of P. When X = (X, P), we 

note (X, Pd). It is easy to see that Dim( ) and IDim = 
in every poset X. 

A fence in a poset (X, P) is a sequence x1, x2, . . . , x, of points (n S 2) from X 
with (4, xi) $1, if and only if Ii - jl< 1. The length of the fence is n - 1 and x1 and 
x, are called the end-points. A poset X is said to be connected if for every pair 
x, y of distinct points, there exists a fence in X with end ts x and y. The 
distance in X from x to y is the minimum length of a fence i with endpoints x 
and y. If X is not connected, then a connected subposet F of X is a component of 
X when the only connected subposet of containing F is F itself. A disconnected 
poset X is the free sum of its components F,, F2, . . . ) , and we write X= 
F +FZ+. * .+F,. 

Fishburn proved [3] that the only 2-interval irreducible poset is the discon- 
nected poset 2 +2. I-Iowever for t 23, every t-irreduciule and el:ery t-inter*al 
irreducible poset is connected [13]. 

The height of a poset is one less than the maximum number of points in a chain 
contained in the poset. For any poset X, we have IDim <Dim(X), but there 
exist interval orders of arbitrarily large dimension [l). Such posets must have 
large height. For posets of height one, there cannot be a great disparity between 
dimension and interval dimension. 

Lemmra 1. If (X, P) is a poset of height one, then IDimlX, P) is the smallest 
posirim integer t for which there exists a family {L,, Lz, . . . , L,) of linear extensiom 
of P so that if x is a maximal elemenr nnd y is a nonmaximai element with xly in !‘, 
then there is ut leasr one i for whit!: IX, y) z Li. 

SI!,~P ‘;c first that lDim( j = t and let F be an interval coordinatizatioq of 
length Y . Y L For each i < r, let Si = {(x, y ) E lP: x is a maximal, y is nonmaximal, 
and F(y)\r)$IF(x)(i)). Now suppose that for some iat, St contains a TM-cycle 
{(Xi, yi): PqSnI} of length WI. e poset (X, 0) where Q = 
((w, x): x E X} U , y)E Xx X: is an interval order but the 
subposet of (X. ) determined by xl, x2, yl, and y,, is e conti_adictiorP 

shnws that 110 S, contains a T -cycle. Therefore foi each i 6 t, there exists a 
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linear extension Li of P u Si. These linear extensions clea:rly meet the require- 
ments of our theorem. 

On the other hand, slippose that we have a family {L,, L2,. . . , L,} of linear 
extensions of P so that for every incomparable pair ;c, y with x maximal and y 
nonmaximal, there exists an i s s so that (x, y)~ L+ We show that IDim( 

For each i s s, let Wi = ((y,, x) E I$ n & : x is maximal and y is nonmaximal}. It is 
easy to see that no Wi contains a TM-cycle, and that the poset (X, Qi) where 
Q, = P U W/i is an interval order. Then for each i =G s, we choose intervals 
{F(x)(i): x E X} which provide a representation of the interval order (X, Qi). The 
function F so constructed is an interval representation of length s for (X, P). 

a 2. If (X, P) is a poset of hezght me, then Dim(X, P) s 1 + IDim(X, P). 

roof. Suppose IDim(X, PI = t and choose linear extension L1, L?, . . . , L, as 
described in Lemma 1. Now iet li-1 order the maximal elements of (X, P) by 
X,<X*<’ ’ l c x, and the nonmaximal elements y, < y2< l 9 . < yI1_ Then let &,, 
be the order yn<yn-l<..~<yZ<yl<~sn~~_l<~..<~~<~l. Clearly Y= 
L, nr,n- +-wx+, so that Dim(X, P) s t + 1. 

Let TK = CX, P) be a poset of height one. Then let B denote t!le set of maximal 
elements and A the set of minimal elements. Note that X = A U B, but that we 
may have A n B # (8. We associate with X an indexed family Sx of subsets of A 
defined by Sx = {U(b): b E B} where U(b) = {a E A: a < b in P}. Note that it is 
possible for U(bl) = U(b2) when bl and b2 are distinct elements or’ B. Also note 
that if t- E A n B, then U(b) = (b For example, we associate wit:! the poset X 
shown in Fig. * the family Sx = ‘U(i): 1~iG) where U(l)= U(2)=& U(3)= 

U(4) -= {6,7,8} and U(5) = (8). 
Conversely, ii 3 = (U(b): b c Rip is any indexed family of sets, we associate with 

of height one whose maximal elements are the elements of B and 
1 elements are {b E B: U(b) = @}U(U 9). The partis? order on XS 

k. defined by a <b in if and only if a E U(b) for every ill E \J 9, b E B. For 
example, let 9=(U( 6i<8} where U(1)={1,2,3, }. U(2) = { 1,3,4,5}. 
U(3) = {4,5), U(4) = (2, S}, U(S) = (2, :i), U(6) = U(7) = (4, S}, and U(8) = 8. Then 
the poset q is shown in Fig. 2. 

5 4 

df?bL 

/ 

6 7 8 

Fig. 1. 
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1 2 3 4 'i 

Fig. 2. 

Kimble [6] defined the split of a poset X = (X; P), denoted Split( 
of height one with maximal elements {x’: x E X} and minimal ele 
with x”< y’ in Split( ) if and only if x s y in 

)) for every poset 

oaf. Let P and Q denote the partial orders on X and Split( 
Suppose first that IDim(Split )) = t and let L1, Lz9. . . , ~1 be the linear orders 
guaranteed by Lemma 1. For each i S t, let Si = {(X, y) E 1~: (X’, y”) E Li}. Then it is 
easy to see that lu = S1 U S2 1J - l l U St and that no Si contains a TM-cycle, i.e., 
D s t. 

if Dim(X) = s and IP = S1 U S2 U l l - U S, is a partition SO that no Si 
contains a TM-cycle, then we defiile for each i 6 s, Wi = {(y’: x”) E I&: ( y, x1 E Si). 
It follows easily that no Wi contains a TM-cycle so that we may choose for each 
i S s a linear extension L of Q U Wi extensions clearly satisfy the require- 
ments of Lemma 1, and thus IDim( )) s s. 

The reader should note that if is a poset of arbitrary height and 
then Y contains 
Dim(Y) G 1 + Di 

direction. We Jegin with 

). However, in this case, and Y will contain the same 

number of points. 
Let =(X, P) be a poset of height one. Then let B denote the set of 

conminimal elements and A the stit of nonmaximal elements. Also let L be a11 
arbitrary linear order on X. For each a F A, let C(a ) = (h E E : Q ( b in P), and for 
each b c B, let U(b) == {a E A : a <b in B) Then define an extension Q of P by: 

9 = Pu{(b,. b2)E B x B: U(b,‘ts U(b,)) \.. 

u {h, Q2) E A x : fzaz) $i aa,)] 

u{(b,a)E(B:<A)nI,. a’<b’in for every b’ E @(a), a’ E 
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The poset (X, Q) is called the stack of P and is denoted Stack(X, Pj 

finition of the :;tack of a poset = (X, P) requires us to choose 

or 

sn 
arbitrary Binear order L 011 X for :he purpose of ‘breaking ties’. The linear order 
L does not have to be a linear extension of P. Furthermore, it is obvious that the 
posets determined by diffcient choices of L are isomorphic, and since we choose 
not to distinguish between isomorphic posets in this paper, we also do not indicate 
that the stack of a poset depends un the linear order L. 

We will find it convenient to extend this construction to posets of height zero 

(an tlchains) by defining Stack( is an antichain. We now pause to 
summarize some elementa ks. Let X= (X, P) be a poset of 
hei;;ht occ denote the set of nonminimal 
eiements and let R denote the set of nonmaximal elements. Tlhen the following 
statements hold: 

(i) c Spli;.:Stack(X)); 

) = Stack(F,) +Stack(F,) + l - 9 + 

The reader should note t5at we always have P n(B x A) = fd but it is possible 
for Q 17 (B x A) to be noneinpty. Furthermore, the stack of a connected poset 

-= (X, P) can be d&i ne in terms of extensions. Let % denote the collection of d 
1 extegsionc P’ of 1’ which satisfy the property that Pn (A x B) = P' fj(A x B). If 

w partial order % by inclusion, the11 the partial Q on X in Sta(:k(X, P’) = (X, Q) 
is a ma imal element in (%, c ). MorcDve r, any two maximal elements Q1, QZ in 
65, ~1 ) ,~nerate isomorphic posets (X, Q1) and (X, Q2). 

TO illustrate the preceding definition, we present diagrams elf a poset and its 
stack in Fig. 3. 

The :*eader may enjoy directly that for the goset X shown 
in Fig. 3, we have TDim( = 2, but that Dim( 

LJ 
a4 

Stack (Xl 
h 

Fig. 3, 
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X, P) be a poset, and let Al, A2 c X. We say that A1 is ircLomparable 
and write AJA2 when alla2 for every a1 EAT, alE AZ. 

(X, P) bc a connected pet of height one and let x1, x2 E X with 
). Then there exist two Z-element chains Cl, C2 c X so that 

x1 E C,, x2 E C,, and Cl IC, in both 

uppose first that xl and x2 are maximal elements. Then since x11x2 in 
we must have U(x,)$ U(x,) an Then there exist 

elements yl, y2~ X with y1 sxl in 
Then set C1 
s and that C,IC, in 

The argument is dual when x1 and 
suppose that x1 is a maximal element 0 
x,lyi in Stack , we know that there 
maximal eleme 2EXso that x1=>y2 in 
C1 = {x1, ~2) and C2 = {x2, yi}. It follows that C1 and C2 are chains and that C11C2 
in X and Stack(X). 

With the assistance of the preceding lemma, we can now prove that the 
phenomena observed for thie poset in Fig. 3 is representative of the general 
situation. 

5. If X is a pet of height one, then ID 
nnected interval order in which case Dim 

IDim&plit(Stack(X))) = Dim(Stac 
Dim(Stack(X)) G IDi 

), so it remains only to snow that 

is the decomposition of 

2. So in what follows we will assume that 

, and let A de:r!ote the 

a’ = I, 2, . . . 9 t, let 
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imply *that {h,, +): 1 <j < m} is d T 
fion since L; is a linear extension of P. ‘tie conclude §i contai 
respect to 0, and thus for each i < t, we may choose a linear extension Mi of 
a- 
‘2 U Si. 

We now show that Q = Ml n n/f, f7 * l l n Mt. It suffices to choose an arbitrary 

pair (x,, y) E IQ, and show that there exists ap integer i s t so that (x, y) E Mi. To see 
Ihat this is indeed true, we 00~3 two 2-elements chains C1, C2 c X so that 
.c E C1, y E Cz, and C& in ). Then let & denote the maximal 
csiement of ’ in Cl, and let a denoI:e the minimal element of in C,. Then there 

exists an integer i SO that (b, a) E L+ Hence (b, Q) E Si and (b, a) E Mim Furthermore 
:c s b c a s y in Mi, and the proof is complete. 

In [9], the author defined for 7; 3 3 and k a 0, the (generalized) crown St: as the 
poset of height one with maximal elements icy, x2, . . . , x,,+k and minimai elements 

yj7 yz, * - * 7 Yn+k with yl<xj if and only if ifl, i+l,...,i+k (cyclically). The 
dimension of the crown Sz is given by the formula Dim(St) L= r2t.j~ + k I/( k + 2)]. It 

is =:asy to see that a poset contains a crown Si if and only if f: is contained in 
ermore, if X is a poset of height one and contains a crown Sk, 
also contains Sk. Although the converse of this statement is 

false, we can still salvage a weaker result which is sufficient for our purposes. 
Following the notation of K-!ly [5], we use the symbol A,, to denoj:e the poset 

9. The maximal elements in A,, are labeled bl, b2, . . . , b,, and the minimal 
eiemltntr, are labeled a,, u2? . . . , ok, Gth ai < bi and C?i < bi- 1 (cyclically) in A,,. 
Note that Dim{ ,, ) = 3. Furthermore, since A, - x is a fence, which 
has dimension 2, for every x t: A,, we observe that ,, is 3-interval irreducible and 
3-irreducible. 

is a pet of height one and Stack(X) contains a crown A, for 
some 115 0: then there exists an integer m with 0 < m G n so that X contains the 

k > 0 for which Stack( 

choose one for which the 
: 1 <i S k, q is nonmaximal 

is as large as possible. If t = 2k + 6, then the poini:: in this copy of PAk in 
) also form a copy of Ak in So we may assume that t < 2k + 6. In view 

of the duality of the stack, it jr, clear that we may assume without loss of generality 
that bk +1 is not a maximai element in ), it ?oijows from 
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). Then it follows that the subposet of Stack( ) generated by 

(a,,a2,..., n,,, ak+3lUh b2,.- . , bb_,, x, h,,,} is Ab_2. But since i,~ k -i- 1, we 
also have iO- 2< k which is a contradiction. 

The reader may easily verify that if in Fig. 2, then 
contains 0 but not ,. On the other han ntains both A0 and 

Al. 
Fur a poset X and a point x E , we denote by I(x ; ) the subpset {y E X: xIy 

in X}. Th: following result will play a central role in our characterization theorem 
for 3-irreducible posets of height one.. 

mrem 7. Let X be a poset of height one and suppose that does not contain the 
crown A,, ,%r any n 3 0. If y is a minimal (maximal) element of and is a 
cormected .subposet of I( y : Stack( ), then t/wre #exists an element x which is 

maximal (minimal) in X so that x > y UI X a.nd F c 1(x; Stack(Xj). 

. We prove the theorem when x is maximal in . The argument when x is 
minimal is dual. We now lxxeed by induction on IFI. The result follows from 

Lemma 4 when IFI = 1. We assure vz&dity when IFI c k and consider the c, ;e 
( FI = k + 1. Clearly, we may also assume y is nonmaximal in X. 

NOW supIose that m, is a minimal element of F and that - m. is discomnected. 
‘Let F1, F2,. . . , F, be the components of F- mw Then for h i = 1,2, . , , t, the 

=Fi U{m,) and Q;I := -Fi are connected subpose 
Choose maximal elem x,x’ from X with x>y,x’> 

1(x: Stack(X)), and GI c 1(x’; Stack(X)). Then we may assume without loss of 
generality that 1 c 1(x’; Stack( and for some j G t with 1 # j, Fj c 
1(x; Stack(X)). Of the points in F, ich are comparable to x’, choose one whose 
distance to m, in 6, is as small as possible and call it b. Similarly, #of all the points 
in Fi which are comparable to x, choose one whose distance to m, in Gj is as 

small as possible and call it b’. Then let a2, . . . , a, be a fence in 
m. and let a;, as,. . . , a; be a fence in from m. to b’. It follows 

that x, y, x’, al, u2, . . . , a,,,, a$, . . . , a; is a crown A, in Stack for some: s 20. 

The contradiction allows ,A to conclude that -m. is connected for every 
minimal element moE 

Now let m, be an arbitrary minimal element of . If vnc, is the least el 
then we mav choose a maximal element x X with x>y and 

) and condude that . Therefore we may assume 
maximal elements 

X,X’EX so that 
1(x’, Stack( . Then we mzy ass 

a,,a,, - - - 7 e a fence in from n:o to ml. en it ~o~~~w§ that 

x, y,x',al,a2,...,a, is a crown 
co letes the proof of our the 
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Because we intend to follow a similar path through a complex maze of case 
arguments, we adopt Kelly’s notation and labelling for the collection Cl4 of a.11 

34rreducibie posets. 

[5 and IS]. The collection 5t of all 3-in*educible posets is gimn by: 

a={ 

In view of the association between indexed families of nonempty sets ;ind 
posets of height one as discussed in Section 1: it is natural to make the fOllo-win 

g 
definitions. If 9={%,: a~&) and %=(I&+: &Z%) are indexed fam’iies, we say 
th;:t 9 is isomorphic to G when there exist functions f: U 9 +&t.., l-j 33 and 
g: .d -+;,;o 93 so that x E& if and only if f(x) E Bgior, for every x E !. J S and 
u! E d. As is the case with poses. vx do not distinguish Lo-- uck ween iSODlOlj,J~ic 

families and we write 9 = Fe when g is isomorphic to %A 
Cbn the other hand we say that 5 is a &T&XX! dfumiiy of 9 when there exist 

functions f: +l-* U 9 andg:sQ+ ‘-‘%o that x E & if and only if i(x? (5 Bg(_ 
for every x E u .9 and ar E J& When either f or g fails to be surjective, we say that 
.9 is 2 proper derived subfamily. In particular, if PO E 9, we denote by G -B, the 
proper derived subfamily (1‘3,: 6 E 3, /3 # /i&J. Similarly if x E U 59, WC‘ denote by 

roper derived subfamily (I$ - {x}: p E a}. 
is a derived subfamily of 9& we say that 99 contains 9 (also, s iS 

%?j and write J% c 3. 
.B = {A, : LM t’ d) is an indexed family, we iet @ be the indexed family defined 

(b): be U 9}U{U(o.): ac~.d and Ak=fl} Jvhere U( 
9 and U(a) = $9 lvtien CI! E d and & = 8. Note that if 

and G = .&, th 
For a bounded subset S let [S] &note the smaliest closed interval o 
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Fig. 4. 
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Then let $3 denote the collection of al’, famliie; which satisfy the following two 

properties. 
(PI) 9 is not point representable. 
(Fz) Every proper derived subfamily of % is poi It representable. 
In other words, 9% is the coilection of aii critical non-point-representabie 

families, ‘We refer the reader to [lOI where tht: collection 8% is determined. In 
this paper, we are more interested in the ex.rension of the concept of point 
representability to intervals. An indexed fami’cy 5 = {& : a E cd} is said to be 
irzterual representable when there tzists a funSion 1” which assigns to each 

b c 1-j 3 a closed interval F(b) of so that b E [F(&)] if and only if b E & for 
every be [j9LndaEd e function F is called an interval repesentation of 9. 
We constder a point in as a degenerate closed interval so that if 9 is point 
rep.resen:able, then 9 is also inte:val repre., ntable. As before, we note that a 
derived subfamily of an interval representable family is also interval representa- 
ble. Wow let 9% denote the colllection of all indexed families which satisfy the 
following two properties: 

(I,) 9 is not interval representable. 
(IJ .Any proper derived subfamily of S is inerval representable. 
In other words, 4% is the collection of all critical non-interval representable 

familks. It is easy to see that property I2 can be replaced by: 
(95) 9 - A, and 9- b are interval representable for every a E ~4 and every 

bEUS. 
The following fundamental theorems explain the interconnections between 

inteival representable families and poc,ets of height one and interval dimensions it 
most two. 

Thmmm 9 [ 151. Let 9 be an indexed family of nonempty sers and let Xs be the 
poser of’ height one associated with 9. Then 9 is interval representable if and only if 
IDim d 2. 

Recall that we use the symbol $%(I, 1) to denote the collection of all 3-interval 
ineducibie posets of height one. 

[lS]. Let 9 be a,, indexed family of sets and let be the poser oj 
heiphr me associal& with 9. Then 5 ESR if and on!/ if X*E B(I, 1). 

Interestingly, it follows from Theorems 9 and 10 that if 9 is interval represent- 
al)le, SCI is Sd. Thus 9 E .%9Q if and only if L?@E 4%. On *he other hand, it is 
possible for 9 to be point representable while Sd is not. 

In Table I as given below, we define indexed families of nonempty sets which 
we will subsequently show all beiong to JS. The formulation of the table is 
~‘!up!ihed by the following convention!;. For an inizger n 20, let 



Note chat F,, is inte,rval representable and that 
pOiiitS. 

is a fence containing 2n + 5 

Next for an integer k b I, let U, ={bI, bz, . . . , bk} and V, = {al, a2,. . . , ak}. 
R!so !et U,, = V, = (b. Then define Ju;, for each c *(I by 

W,=(U, IJ~~~_~: ickicr++3)U(ii,_,U Vk:2skgrr+3). 

Also define W; for each n 20 by 

%f; = {U, U v,_,: 2r~k~n+3}LI(U~_:uV,: l<k~n+2}. 

in this case, BP and wl, are interval representable although the reader may 
prefer to delay an attempt to verify that this is so. 

Table 1 

1. For ndO. s&=9” U{{U,,~,,~}} 

2. FornaO, ~F,=~~,,,U(V"/n+5-!a,,Qn+42,~4+5}} 

3. For n>O, s,=.cp,UIV,+,-{~+,},V,+,-{a,),} 

4. FornzO, S,,={AU{n+S}: A~~~}UC{n+3},{n+4,n+5),~~~+,-Ia,)} 

5. For na0, I,= W,, U{{n,.c}} 

6. For na0, X,, - W':, U{{h,,c},{&,+,}} 

7. 0, ={{a,,(13,as},{a,,a,},{4~, aXhad 

8. 0, = IhI. (al, a2, a3, a& Iaz, a4. asI, k2, a3, ad) 

9. 0,={b,, a,hia,, a.J,Mb,.a2, aJ,{a,. a3, ad 

We will now proceed to show that the families defined in Table 1 belong to 994. 
For the reader’s convenience, the argument will be presented as a series of 
lemmas. We will take full advantage of uahty and symmetry. For example, each 
of the families in the collections (.&, : n aO}, {s,,: n 301, (%,, : n -3 0}, a.nd 

cc n F O] is self dual, i.e., if 9 is any one of these families, then in order to show 
that 9 satisfies Property 15, it s&ices to show that 9-x is interval representalble 

for every x E U ~9. Similarly, we note that we can eliminate some casts by 
observing that 8’,, -l=&Yn-(n+4), 4, -1=4,-(n+3), etc. 

f. Let na0; th and thus 3 = Dim(&) = 

is not I.iterKd rcpiesentable. 

i)n the other band, we observe that &, is self dual and that && - 4Zi = &I$, - iJ, +3 
for 1 G i G n + 3. However, the function J’ defined by f(4) = i is a point represen- 
tation of &I@, - G,,+~, and since SB, - (21;+3 is point representable, it is also interval 

representable. 
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oaf. Let n 3 0. Then ,,) and thus 8, is not interval representable. 

On the other hand, the function f defined by f(q) = i shows that 8, -(n +S) 
and 8, - ( Vnts - {:al, a,! +,}) are point representable. 

?” 
15% 1liii.,ii:2;; ’ -- -*:-- f defined by f(~,,+~) = 1, f(a,) = R +5, and f(e) = i otherwise 

shows that 8, -{al, al) and d, - a, are point representable. Therefore 8, - 

{cI,,+~, a,,,} and 8,, - q,+J are also pomt representable. If i <m <n +4, then. the 
function f defined by f(a,,+=J= n +$ and f(q)= i otherwise shows that 
E, -{q,,, u,,+~‘, and 8, -k are point representable. 

Final!y, we note that 8, -{a,,,,} is not point representable, but the function F 
defined by F(a,,+J = [2, n + 41 and F(q) = i otherwise is an interval representation 
of 8, --{an+& Thus 8, E999. 

13. 9, E .A% for euery n 3 0. 

Proof. Let n 20. If n = 0, then c Stack(X,J, and if n > 0, then I,_., c 
Stack(X,,J. Thus 9” is not interval representable. 

Qn the other hand, the function f defined by f(e)= i shows t.hat 

S,-(V,,+,-a,.,) and 5,-a,,+4 are point representable. Therefore 9,. - 

(Vn+4- a,) is also point representable. When 1s m -C n + 3, the function f defined 
by f(~,,+~) = m + 4 and f(q) = i otherwise shows that .%,, -(a,,,, a,,,+t} and 3, -- a,,, 
art? point representable. %nce .Pn - u,,+~ = 9” - a,, WC: conclude that 9,, - a, is also 
point representable. Thus 9, E $3. 

Lemma 14. 9,, c 9% for euery n * 0. 

Proof. Let n 2 0. Then I?,, c Stack( st,,) so 9, is not interval representable. On 
the other hand, the function f defined by f(q) = i sh0M.s that 9, - u,,+~ is poilnt 
representable. The function F defined by F(a,,+5) = n + z and FJ’~) = [i, i + n + 33 
otherwise shows that 9, -a,, +4 is interval representable. When L G m d n + 3, the 
function F defined by F(a,,+,) = n +& F(a,,+,) =[m, m + n +3], and F(q) = 
[i, i -t n + 31 shows That 9, - a,, is interval representable. Sinx 9, is self dual, we 
conclude that 9, E 4$R. 

We pause here to introduce some notation which will simplify the arguments for 
%,, 2nd X,,. For each integer II 20. let F,, be the interval representation of ‘W;, 

defined by F,,(h,)=[-I-2k,2k-11 and F,(ak)=[2-2k,2k].Then let G, be the 
interval representation of W” defined by 

G,(b,)=[-4-2k-2n,2n+2k+8? and 

G,(a,)r=[- 5-2k-2n,2n+2k+5]. 

Note if lsk,, k,sn++, then G,(b,,?nG,(cl,,)cF,(~~,,2)UF,(Uk2). 
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. Let n30. Then is not interval representable. 
n the other hand the function F, defined above is an interval representation 

= %n -{a,, c}. Now choose an integer m with 1 G m s n +3. Then the 
function F defined by 

F(ad=F,(ad and F(bk)=FR(bk) when M&m; 

F(ak)=G,(ak) and F(b,)=G,((b,) when m<k<nA-s; 

and F(c) = [--=& Jn + 151 is an interval representation of se, -(Urn u V,&. 
Next choose an integer m with 2 < m s n + 3. Then the function r’ defined by 

F(ak) = F,,(ak) and F(h) = F,(b,) when 1 s k s m, F(ak) = GJa,) and F(b,) = 
G,&) when m s k s n + 3, and F(c) = [-$, 4n + 151 is an interval representation 
of “, - ( U,,,-, U V, ). Since 9!&, is self dual, we conclude that 3$,, E $3. 

Let ~20. Then c Stack@‘,,) SO Sre,, is not interval representable. On 
the other hand, the fun F defined by F(a,J = F, (bk) and F(bk) = Fr_ (ak) when 
1 s k <n +2, F(bn+3) = - -4n - 10, and F(c) = r--i, 4n -I- 151 provides an interval 
representation of %,, - (Un+3 U Vn+l). If we modify this definition by making the 
single change of setting F(b,+3) = F,(b,,+3), then we see that Xn - (b,,+3} is interval 
representable. Similarly if we change this representation by defining F( bn+J = 
4n + 15, then we see that X,, -(b,, i) is interval representable. 

NOW let m be an integer with 2~ m < n + 3. Then the function F defined by 
F(a,) = F,(h) and F(b,) = F,(ak) when 1 s k <m, F(ak) = G,,(b,) and F(b,i = 
G,,(a,) when m sk<n+3, F(bn+3)= -4m - 10, and F(c)= [-a, 9n-t- 153 is an 
interval representation of %$, - (U,,, U V,_,). Finally we observe that if 1~ m < 
n +2, then the function F defined by F(ak) = F,(b,) and F(F;,) = Fn(ak) when 
lsk<m, F(ak)=G,,(bk) and F(bi)=G,(a,) when mCk<n+2, F(b,,,)= 

F,(aA F(G) = GAbA F(bt,+d = -4n - 10, and F(c) = [-$, 412 + 153 is an inter- 

val representation of %‘,, -(U,_, U V,). Since X’,, is self dual, we conclude that 
3Vn E &R. 

should be viewed a 

not interval representable. 

similarity and duality. 
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5. e dete on 5% 

We are now ready to present the principa\ result of the paper-a complete 
determination of .%%, the col!ection of all critical noninterva!-representable 
families. In view of Theorem 10, we will simultaneously determine the collectiou 
$%(I, 1) of a 3-interval irreducible posets of heip,ht one. 

eotem 17. The collecrion 9% of all critical noninterval-representable families 

is given by: 

v.+ere these families a?e defined in Table 1. 

roof. Let 9 E 9% and X = (X, P) be the poset of height one defined by X = X,. 
Then XEB(Z, I), i.e., X is a 3-interval irreducible poset of height one. We let A 
denote the set of all minimal elements of X and let Is denote the set of all 
maxima1 elements. Since X is conne.cted, note that A nZ3 = g. Then let Y = 
Stack(X) = (X, Q). The poset Y has dimension 3 and thus contains one or more of 
the poset: in the collection 99 of all 3-irreducible posets. Suppose first that Y 
contains a crown J&, for some n 30. Then we know that X also contains a crown 
A, for some m with 0 F m G n. Since XE %(I, I), we conclude that nt = n and that 
X = A,, = Y. Thus 9 = &. We may therefore assume in the remainder of the 
argument that ‘il does not contai 1 a crown A,. The remainder of the argument is 
divided into a sequence of cases. In each case; we choose a particular 3- 
irreducible poset contained in Y and assume that Y does not contain the 
3-irreducible posets treated in previous cases. The argument follows along the 
same lines as Kelly’s argument for determining $R but there are several additional 
conditions. 

Case 1. Y contain 
Choose a copy of labeled as in Fig. 4. Then it follows immediately from 

Theorem 7 that we may assume that cl, c2c B and a, b E A, for suppose for 
example that c, & B. Then {c2, b,} is a come d subposet of Z(c, :Y)) and thus, 
there exists an element d1 E Z3 with c; >cl in and (c2, b?)c I(c;r II). Hence c; 
can replace c, in this copy of Next choose an element b$ E B so that bi > b2 in 

and (b,, b:,, a}~ I(&; Yj. 
Now suppose that b,, b3 E A. Then choose elements b’,, b; E B with b; > b, ‘n 

X, b:>h, in X, 

I&, cz, &J c Z(b; : and (b,, c,, h2}c I(b$; 

Then i,t follows that 9 -= 9, contains 

I(h,, ~1. {a, h,1, {h,, a, 621, {a, bxr h,), {b&=9,, 

<i\ a &rived \uhfamily Thlus 9 = 2,) 
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Now suppose that bl, b3 E B. Then choose elements by, b; E A so that b, > by in 

{b;, b;?, c2, b& I;b;; and {bi, b2, cl, bl}cI(b$; Y). 

Then it follows that 9 cc-ntains 

Next suppose that b, E A and b3 E B. Then choose elements b; E B and b; E A 
so that b’, > b, in X, b3 > 6: in X, 

U-G bz ~2, b3)~ I(b;; Y) and {b;, b2, cl, bl, b’,}c I(b;‘; Y). 

I’hen it follows that 9 = &. Since the case where b, E B and b2E A is symmetric 
to the preceding case, we have therefore proven that if Y contains ID, then gC = 5,. 
By duality, we may conciude that if Y contains Dd, then 9 = ,$. In what follows 
we therefore assume that 9 does not contain D or Dd. 

Case 2. Y contains C. 
Choose a copy of C labeled as shown in Fig. 4, From Theorem 7, we may 

assume that cl, c3 E I? and Q, b3 E A. Next suppose that there is no element c$ E B 
with c$ac2 in X and {cl, c3) c I(&; Y). Then there exist elements b4, b5 E EJ so 
that b, > c2 in X, {c3} c I(b,; Y), b5 > c2 in X, and {cl} c I(b,; Y). But this implies 
that the subposct of Y determined by {a, cl, b4, b5, c3, b3) is . The contradiction 
allows us to assume that r -B. 

Yext choose an element b c B so that bs > b3 in X and {c,, b2, a, bl, cl}= 
I(b[,; Y). Then choose elements c;, C$E A so that cl >cl; in X, c,>c;’ in X, 

{b3, b:, c2, b2, c31c I(c’l; Y), and {b3, 4, c2, h, cl, 4 c I(& Y). 

If h,, b2E A, then it follows that 9 contains 

W3lr P3, Q, b2, hh ia, b, 41, -ia b2,clH = 02 

and thus 9 = Oz. 
Next suppose that bl, b2 E B. Then choose elements hy, h;’ E A so that b,> b’i in 

{b2, c3, cl;}c Itby; Y), and {b’,‘, bl, cl, cTlcI(b;‘; Y). 

If h;>b’,’ in X and b>>b; in then {b,, b;, b2, b’;, Q, b;} generates Ao. If P ‘*, b’i’ 

in and &lb: in then y symmetry, 

we conclude that b;’ in 

9 =. {{b3), {b,, a, b;, b’;Ha, b’1’v ~‘$a, b;, c;}> = Oz. 

It: Flay now add to our list of assum e statements that does not 

contain C or C”. 
&‘wsc 3. 8,’ cc,ltt*4ins Y .c 
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We choose a copy of with the points labeled as in Fig. 4. Then it 

follows from Theorem 7 that we may assume without loss of generality that 
oose an element b$ E B with bs 2 b2 in and 
then (b$, bl, a2, b3, c, b3} generates a copy of 

The contradiction shows that b$Ibl i , i.e., we may ass 
xt suppose that there is no point u{ E so that a+ a2 in 

choose elements u4, E A so that u2>u4 in 

l h2, alI u4, b3, a,, us) generates a copy of 

However, it follows 
The contradiction shows 

Iwe may assume that u2 E A. 
Now let us assume that b3 c Il. Then choosti elements a4 E A, b4 E Is so 

ri, > u3 in 

ia,, b2, a,, hk G,; and (~4, b3, a2, h, a& I(b,; Yl. 

Then it follows that 9 contains 

1-L a219 lQ2, a419 h. a29 a,>, b2, u47a31, b3H = $09 

and thus 9 I= &. 

‘US 

that 
that 

that 

!$o we may therefore assume that b3 E A. Then choose elements &, a$ E B SO 
that 6; > b3 in , a;> a39 

(a,, b*, (319 6,) c I(b& ‘II), and UG, b3, ~2, 

Then it follows that 

9 = I-& GL -L b31, krl, ~2, a,), -k, b3, a3Xa311 = §o. 

at follows that does not contain 

beled as shown in Fig. 4. By Theorem 7, we may 
assume that $gl, a, E and c E 63. The same argument used in Case 3 also allows 
us to assume USE A. Next, choose an element b;E B with bS> b3 in and 

, then Y contains 3, so we may assume that 
i.e., we may assume that b3 E B. By symmetry, we may also assume that 

Next chooce elements b$c B, C”E A so that bp b2 in 

{h,, a3, bZ, a,, bl}= I(?; ), and {c, 6’) 1: I( 

oose an element b4E B so that b,> a, in and {c, c”, u2, b,, a& 
Then it follo?Jvs that 

as s 
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may assume thai bge B and al, a3e A. Then choose an element b’, E B so that 

(c, bz, aJ c I&,; If b’,>b, in then VG, k 02, 6,, G ~‘1 
so we may concl that b@, in i.e., we may assume that 

b,EB. 
If there is no element ai E A with a2 2 a” in 

lents a4, as E A, with a2 > a4 in 
But this implies that the subposet of 

k, a3, as, b3, G 4 in d. The contracktion shows that we may assume that 
a2cA. 

Now choose elements a), E B, b:E A, a$~ B so that ai > al in ,b,>bz in 

and 
h, b2. c, al, al,, b,) c I( b;; 

VG b3, a2, bl, al, a;}~ [(a$; I?). 

If b2 E B, then it follows that 

* = #31r -W,, c, h. 621, (c, b2r a;}, {c, bl, a;)) = 02. 

If b2E A, choose b$ E B so that bi> b2 in and (a{, al, bl}c I(b;; 
then the subposet of Y generated by {c, b& b3, a;, a2, an, b;) is 

contradiction implies that b$Ib,” and thus 

gd = {{b31, b3, c, bl, &I, {c, &, a;), (c, bl, a;)) =02. 

We may subsequently assume that y does not contain C 
Case 6. !II con tai 
Choose ::t copy of ‘rabeted as shown in Lg. 4. By Theorem 7 we may 

assume that b3 E B and a2 E A. Since *2 we may assume without loss of 
nerality that bl E B cxt suppose that there is no point b$ E B so that b$ a h2 In 
and (c. &) c I( b$ ; Then it follows that there exists points b4, b5 E B with 

b,>b, in X, b5>b2 

), and {c, 6,)s I(b,; 

. So we must have b,lc in 



Finally choose a point 6;‘~ A with b, 2 II’,’ in 
I(//,‘: Y). Then it follows that 

and {ail, a3, b2, a2, b3, b:} c 

k = Ih, b’;l, b2, b!i), b31r (a,. b;‘, a,}, {a,, a2, a,)) =03. 

In what follows, we therefore assume that does not contain 
Case 7. Y contains 
Choose a copy of labelled as shown in Fig. 4. Then it follows frcm 

Theorem 7 that we may assume that b,, b3, c E B and a3c A. Next choose an 
EB with b$ab2 in and (b3}c I(b ‘. If b$ > b, in ‘II, then Y 

so we may assume that b$Ib, in 
‘It there is no 

we may assume that 
‘ement &A so that a2za;),) in X and (a,, a3}C 

lWj; Y), then Y contains ‘, so we may assume that a2c A. 
an element b;‘E that b, 2 b’, in 

, then Y contains . So we must h 
then Y contains so we must also have b,la2 in Y. 

Then choose elements b!$s A, a:~ B so that b, a b;’ in X, a; au3 in X, 

(a,, b2, a,, b,, &‘)c I@;‘; W, and (bz, b3, u2, b,. b’,‘, a& I(a$; Y). 

If cl,~A, then 

9 = #‘I’, a,, a2), {G 1q a3, a2), (a,), {bg. a& (a,, a3, A;, az}} = so 

so we may assume that a, E B. Then choose a’,‘~ A so al > a;’ in X and 

!b[;. b3, u2} = I(a;‘: 1. If a;‘Pa$, *hen 9 = So so we assume t t a’; < a$ in X. Then 
1 he subposet of generated by (by. b,, a2, b3, c, a;, a$) is 2. The contradiction 
comple*es the proof of the case, and we assume hereafter that Y does not contain 

1 or T-XI:. 

Case 8. Y contains 
Choose a copy of contained in Y labelled as shown in Fig. 4. From 

Thearem 7, we ay assume that bl, E B and a3 E A. Choose an element b$E 
and {b3, a3)c I(b$; ). If b$>+ b, in Y and 65 > b, in Y, then 

b$Ib, in , then Y contains 
2, so we may assume that 6; 

i.e.. we may assume that b2 = b; E B. 

1. Simiiarly, if b5 > b, in 

may assume that a;Ia, in 
we may a!so assume that a2 E A. 

se elements b;‘. b:E 



and 
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(b:, bq, ~2963, al, b2, bd, b$=- 1a J:; 

Then it follows that 

= UK a,), ~~~,~2~,~~29 ~~3, krl, a2, 4, MI = go* 

We may assume hereafter that does not contain either 

labeled as shown in Fig. 4. From Theorem 7, we 
may assume that bl, A. If there is no element C’E I? with cp a c in 
X and {b,, b3} = I(c’; 5 ), then So we may assume that c E B. Dually, 

Next choose an element b5 E B with hj 2 b in and {c, b,!} c I( &; 
in Y, then Y contains Dd. So we may assume that bs = B,E 3. Dually we may 
assume that Q! E A. Then choose points by, bzf A and a; E B so that bl 2 b;’ in X, 
b,ab; in X, ajaa, in X, 

&r c, bJ= .l(b;;; ‘II), {b,, b3k= I(&; Y), and -UC, al, a2, b;I 
c I(aG; Y). 

7 we may 
b’,a b, in 

I’hen it follows that 

We now assume in what follows that Y does not contain 
Case 10. 

Choose a COPY of B in Y labelled as shown in Fig. 4. From Theorem 
assume that bl, b2, b3 E A. Then choose elements b’,, b;l, b; E Ep so that 

, bsab, in 

and 
(~2, a, b2, c3, b31 = I(&; JO, h, h, b’l, a, c3, b3b i(b$; 

ic, bI, b’,, a, c2, b2, b3k I&; 

lement r{ E B with cl, >cl in and {c2, b2, b$) c I(c’, ; YJ. 
contains Cd. So we may assu If c; :> b3 in V, LAM 

so WC” may assume that c{fi3 in and that ,;=c,EB. By 
s;vmmetry, we may also assume that c2, c3 E B. 

Ntxt choose an element a’2 A with a 2 a” in and {b,’ c I(a”; ). Then it 
fok:ws that (!I{, b$, bs)c Qa”; ). We conclude that 

3+ = {{c,, c2,c,), ‘k-1, 

In vhat fo!lows, we therefore assume that 
r SoYlIe %s =I 0. 
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assume that d E B. We then choose an element d”~ A so that d > U” in X and 

lb,, 62,. . . , bn +A u {a,, ~2, . . ., s+3 c Itd”; Y). 

Now let i be an integer with 2 s =S n + 2. We try io choose an element b; F B i 
with b; 2 bi in ?L and {d”, aj} c I(6;; Y) when Ii - jl> 1 and 1 :s j < n + 2. Suppose 
that this is impossible for some integer i = io. Then choose an element x E B with 
x 2 biC, in X and {d, d”> t 1(x; Y). Suppose that x 5 b, in Y. If x % a,,+2 in Y, then 

Now choo:c the largest integer j for which x 2 q. Then j < n + 2. It 
follows that 

1x7 6i+ 1y bj+2, . . . , k+d U{q, %+l, . . . . , Gt2> Uk, 4 cl 

generates F,, in Y for some m with 0~ m <n. The rontradiction allows us tr% 
conclude that xlb, in Y. 

!f x > h,, in Y and x > ili2 in Y, j, < jz, then x > 6, for every j with jl < j <j2, 
otherwise Y contains a crown or Dd. Similarly, if x > q, in Y, x >q, in Y and 
j, < jz, then x > c, in Y far every j with j, < j <j2. 

Vow suppose that xle in Y. The:! suppose that xl~,,+~ in Y and let j be the 
largest integer for wkh x > q in Y. Then 

{x hi+,9...* 6,,z)U{q, qllr.. . q &,t21UIc, d, 41 

generates PI‘,,, in Y where rn <n. The contradiction shows x >cJ,+~ in Y. Now 
\uppose that xla, in Y and let j be the smallest i.nteger for which x > ai in Y. 
Then 

{b,. bl.. . . , bi}U{a\q ~2, a.. 3 Ui}U{d, ey X} 

gLcc%ncrates E,,, where r?~ c n. Then we may assume that x > a, in Y. However this 
implies that {b,, a,, e, x, a,.,, c, d} generates FX:. The contradiction implies that 
e>x in Y. 

Now choose j, and j2 as the smallest and largest integers respectively for .which 
.r > u,, in Y m_l x > a,> in Y. If j, > j, + 1, then the subposet of Y generated by 

{b,. b:?, . . . , h,,. xlUia,,a~,. . . ,q,)U{c+,,c,d,e~ 

k F,,, for scme tn <II. The contradiction shows that jz = j, -I- 1. Thus we may 
replace h, b!i x in this copy of F,, By symmetry and duality, we may therefore 
a\t)urne that 

(6,. h2, f . . , 6,,.zj~./3 and {a,,~~,. . .,u,,+~}cA. 

!Vcxt choose elements 6;‘~ A, ~‘,,,EB so thalt b, 26; in X, CI:,+~>~,+~ in X, 

ib*, b,, . . . , 6, +2}U{e, d}c Z(6’;; %‘I, arid (a,, (I?, . . . , LI,,+~~U(C, d”, 6”) 
c Z(&+z; Y). 

‘l’hcan it follows that ~5 --. /i,,. 
Curse 12. Y contains for some it > 0. 
drl this case. we assu does not conLain z when ?lGnz< 

al\0 aSSlime does not contain c wllen 0 s 01 G n. Choo?Z a COQa, of 
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with the points labeled as shown in Fig. 4. Then it follows directly from 
Theorem 7 that we may assume that !I,, bn+3 f B and c \- A. 

Now suppose that -16 i s n + 1. Then choose an element a!: with ai a a’,’ in 
and (bi+z}C I(a’,J Suppose that c >a’,’ in . If a,l$‘, &II “1’ Ltii;rtains 
where nz <n. It ws that WC must also have a, > a’,‘. Then it follows that 

qwhere 0 6 rn -=c n. The contradiction allows us to conclude that ckz:l 
for some j with jf i, i + 1, then it follows thbr Y contains 

m < n. 
!r( summary. we may therefore assume that {a,, a?, . . . , cl, +,} c A. By sym- 

met?y, we may also assume that a, ++ A. Next choose an integer i with 2~ i s 
n + 2. Then choose an element x E B with x 
that x!d in Y. If x>a, in Y and x%II.,,+~ in 

X, if xlb, in Y, while the same point set generates E 
may therefore assume without loss of gel-- rality that xIu,,+~. It follows that Y 
cant; ins I?., where m < n. The cuntradictiorl allows us to conclude that d > x in 
Y. Thus b,lx in Y and b n+3f~ in Y. Finally, we note that if x > a, for some j with 
j # i - 1, i, then Y contains E, where tn =C n. So we may assume without Jo!;>. of 
generality that x = b, E B, and therefore {b2, b3, . . . , b,,+ 

Next choose elements t#,‘. bx+,c A so that b, 2 b’,’ in 

ibz, bs.. . . , Lx, d)c I(b;‘; Y), and {b,, b2, . . . , b,, j ?, d) c I(bE+,: ‘iy). 

II. 
14 ,‘I: asccme that d E B. Then it follows easily that 9 = %,,. On the other band, 

if ttrcre is no elernent dk B so that d’ 2 d in I(d’: ), tlnen it 

follows that Y contains .%,,+, . We may therefo does not contain 

E,, Ed,, or F,, when n 2 
Case 13. Y contains for some n S 0. 

We also assume that Y does not contam I,, when 0s m < n. Then choose a 
copy of I,, labeled as shown in Fig. 4. Then by Theorem 7, we may assume that 
d,, dZ, b,, b,+:ps B and c E A. 

Now choose an integer i with 2 < i s n + and let b!E B with bla bi in 

(C)C T/b:; Y). Then suppose that 6; > tij in for sqme jf i - 1, i. If b:ld, i 
may assume that bl<d, in 

,, where 0~ m < n. The con 
us to conclude that if b:> a, in Y. then either j = i 

NCIW let i be an integer with I(. i ~~4-3. Then c 

follows easily that where C; < m < n whenever t)nere exists an 
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In this case, we also assume that does not contain 11 when WmOz. 

Then choose a cop>! of labeled as shown in Fig. 4. We will now establish 

th c= following statements 
(P,) If ?<i<n+2 and aiEA, (u,EE? th there exists an ele 

(a’$ A) so that a! 2 u+ in and the subposet of 

by replacing q by a;’ (a+ by 
(P2) If 2si<~+2 and biE there exists an element b[ E B 

(bye A) so that biM+ i and the subpcset of Y obtained 
by replacing bi by bi ( 

We establish Statement Pi is dual. Chase a:, integer i with 
2 s i =z n + 2. First, WI= suppose that q E .A. Then choose an element x E B with 
~>a, :n and {iii. 6i-l)c I(x; ). Then suppose that i = n + 2. 

Nexf suppose that xl~,+~ in and xfi,, + :, in Y. If x>c in , then Y cmtains 
;’ so we may a5sume xlc in However, when n ~0, we see that Y contains 

for some *n K n, and when n = 0, we see that Y contains my. Then suppose 
in Y and xlbnt3 in Then it follows that xk in Y. If n = 0, we see 

contains 13, and if n > 0, e see thpt Y contains G,,, for some m < n. 
Next suppose l.hat xk.,,,, in Y anti that x < b,,+3 in Y. Then Y contains 

WC ma!. now suppose that 2~ i < n -t- 2. With this as;;umption on the range 
then wppctse that xfa,+3 in Y and xB,,+~ in Y. If xlc, then Y contains G, where 
f11 c n, anti if x :> c, then Y contains J,,, where rn < n. 

Now suppose that x < %+3 in Y and xlb,, 4_3 in Y. If 2 < i, then Y contains G, 
;vhere and if i = 2 hen Y contains . Next suppose that xIu,,+~ in Y and 

contains ,,, where m < n, and if x : bi +I in Y, then 
hen with the case where x < a,+.3 in Y and x c b, +3 in Y. 
teger for which x c bj in Y. Suppose now that j > i + 1. If 

where m < n ; simile 
se j=i+l. If XIUj in 

But this implies that x can 1 cpla 
To complete the proof of State nt PI, we suppose tl q E B and thzn choose 

an element y E A with y < ai in and {bi, bi._,}C I(y; . We proceed to show 
that y can replace ai in this copy of Similar to the preceding argument, we 
first suppose thalt i = 2. 

see that Y ,stltains 

. i5cr ii remains to consider the case where 2< i < n + 2. 

where nt < II. If y <r m 
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Then it 
Case 

th9 largest integer and suppose first that j # i - 1. If yBj+ 1, 

then it follows that although the value of m and the 
set of points which generates the copy of depends on the comparabiiities 

,.,, where m < n. I 

completes the proof of Statement PI, and by duality, Statement P2 is also 
established. 

Finally, we choose elements ca z+3 E A, b’, E B so that 4,+3 3 a.:,, in 

u?, 4-29 L39 c ) c .l(az+3; If), and TaI, a2, c} C I!b: I 

follows immediately that 9 = 59%‘ 
15. Y contains n for some yI 90. 

In this case, we also assume that if 0~ pn < n, then Y does not contain WIT 
or J,,. We further assume that Y does not contain G,. At this point, we proceed to 
establish the obvious analogues of Statements P, and P2 as given in Case 14. For 
the sake of brevity, we do not include the details of the argument since they 
follow essentially the sa pattern. The end conclusion is the same, i.e:, .F = (3,. 

Case 16. Y contain n for some n 20. s 

In this case, we assume that if 0 G DI < n, then does not contain *: or 
,,,, and that Y does not contain either G, or As in Case 15, analogues of 

Statements P, and P2 are established. Srbsequentiy, points 8% A and c’ E I3 are 
chosen in the obvious manner after which it follows that g = Xn. 

Once the reader has supplied the missing details to Cases 15 and 16. the proof 
of the theorem ;*as been conapletsd. 

At this point, the reader who as successfully navigated the intricate and 

sometimes tedious list of cases present in the determination of %(I; 1) would rno~t 

: he physical appearanc 
verifying the argument. 
also represent: a 
characterization 
an 
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opinion that this contribution wou1.d most likely have remained inaccessible 
witaout the poset structure to suggest reasonable avenues of attack. Finally, the 
results of this paper shed additional light on the me& of Kelly’s solution to the 
problem of the determination of 3. Consequently, it would be of gre& i:%er+ to 
complete the cycle by explaining how Gallai’s [4] characterization of comparabil- 
ity graphs can be derived from independent work on posets and interval graphs. 
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